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Abstract. This position paper proposes a vision for the research activity about sustainability in global environmental change (GEC) taking place in the FuturICT ﬂagship project. This activity will be organised in an “Exploratory”, gathering a core network of European
scientists from ICT, social simulation, complex systems, economics,
demographics, Earth system science. These research teams will collaborate in building a self-organising network of data sources and models
about GEC and in using new facilities fostering stakeholder participation. We develop examples of concrete directions for this research:
world wide virtual population with demographic and some economic descriptors, ecosystem services production and distribution, governance
systems at various scales.

1 Introduction
In this position paper, we draw a ﬁrst outline of FuturICT-GEC, the activity within
the FuturICT ﬂagship that will provide new tools for addressing the challenges global
environmental change (GEC) poses for the sustainability of human well-being.
a
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The global environmental change refers to rapid changes in land-use, biogeochemical cycles, climate and biodiversity now occurring on an unprecedented scale in the
earth system. Awareness of these changes and their associated threats has been growing in the last decades. In 1972 universal concern about the health and sustainable
use of the planet and its resources resulted in the United Nations conference on the
Human Environment in Stockholm, Sweden. Since then, many such conferences have
taken place, mobilising wider and wider audiences.
A wide community of researchers is now mobilised and organised in global
networks for measuring and understanding GEC. The best organised is the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPPC), which mobilises a large number
of researchers to scrutinize research results about climate change in a broad sense. The
International Resource Panel and the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services use similar approaches but still operate on a more modest scale.
The International Council for Science’s Global Environmental Change Programme coordinates a wide range of research in a multi-disciplinary partnership. Europe is rich
in research and innovation organisations, collaborating with policy makers and the
private sector at various levels, such as the Partnership for European Environmental
Research (PEER), the Climate Knowledge Innovation Community, and the European
Environment Agency (EEA). The research conducted in the context of GEC can be
classiﬁed into two main strands: earth system dynamics, and its two-way interactions
with human social dynamics.
– Earth system dynamics concerns physical, chemical, and biological aspects of
geosphere-biosphere interactions, climate, soil erosion, water cycles, biodiversity
and oceans. The Earth is considered as a complex biogeochemical system, in
which a local change in a speciﬁc aspect (such as ozone depletion) can have dramatic impacts on the dynamical regimes of the system. The scientiﬁc eﬀort aims
at increasing our knowledge about both local mechanisms and their long range
interactions.
– Human social dynamics interact with the Earth system dynamics as never
before. This interaction follows two directions: the human social-economic dynamics that inﬂuence the Earth system, and the Earth system dynamics impacting human social-economic dynamics. Obvious examples of the former include
demographics. In its recent projections, the UN’s medium scenario is that the
world population will grow to 9 billion individuals by 2050, and 10 billion by
2100. In the high fertility variant, the world population would reach more than
15 billion by 2100 [1]. From the population increase together with increasing per
capita demand, one can estimate an increase of 50% and 30% respectively for
energy and water demand by the time the population reaches 8 billion (expected
in 2024) compared with the situation of 2009 [2]. The UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) projects that demand for cereals will increase by 70%
by 2050, and will double in developing countries. Expected changes in economic
activity, consumption standards, land-use change, and urbanisation all tend to aggravate the stresses on freshwater and food systems [3]. Conversely, this research
strand also addresses the potential eﬀects of GEC on human well-being, through
catastrophic weather events, water scarcity or decreasing food security.
In fact, both aforementioned strands are increasingly linked on a wide range of scales,
so that we can now refer to a coupled human-natural system [4]. Thus, both research
strands and their connections are essential to ﬁnding the path to a world development
that enhances and sustains human well being and potentialities within planetary
boundaries.
FuturICT aims to achieve major breakthroughs in the second research strand
mentioned above, and it will organise a speciﬁc Exploratory of GEC to this purpose.
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This position paper draws a ﬁrst roadmap for this activity. We ﬁrst propose a vision,
summarising our major options (section 2). Then, we underline the need for new ICT
tools to be developed in FuturICT to foster cumulative, cooperative and competitive
eﬀects in modelling various aspects of GEC (section 3). Then, we give examples of
research directions related to GEC in which FuturICT tools would be particularly
relevant. These examples cover modelling socio-ecosystem dynamics such as: population behaviours contributing to GEC and risks to well-being (section 4), ecosystem
services production and distribution (section 5), and governance systems (section 6).
The ﬁnal section stresses the collaborations that FuturICT-GEC will organise, both
inside and outside FuturICT.

2 Vision
The activity of FuturICT-GEC will be organised around the following goals:
– Finding extensive new sources of data about the human dimension of GEC
(demography, migration, consumption, socio-economic processes framing consumption, governance, etc.), and deriving robust comprehensive views of the
global state from those data, and to visualise the results. This will be part of the
Planetary Nervous System of FuturICT [5].
– Using the knowledge extracted from these data to feeding diﬀerent models of social
dynamics related to various aspects of GEC to allow policy makers and citizens to
explore possible futures and better understand past trends. These include production and consumption of various agricultural products, food systems, water and
energy consumption, the impact of shortages on well-being and potential socioeconomic changes, ecosystem services production and distribution, and natural
hazard management. This will be part of the Living Earth Simulator of FuturICT
[6]. It should be underlined that we expect the system to include a multiplicity of
models and data sources, corresponding to diﬀerent problems and questions, and
developed by a large scientiﬁc community (wider than FuturICT itself).
– Organising the interactions between these models and data sources, as well as
appropriate kinds of user queries.
– Including the participation of stakeholders and decision makers at various stages
of the modelling process, in order to incorporate some of their speciﬁc knowledge.
In this way the work will better comply with the needs of potential users and
will allow testing proposed new policies using simulation. This will be part of
FuturICT’s Global Participatory Platform [7].
In this activity, we will also include models of Earth system dynamics (the ﬁrst
research strand mentioned above), into FuturICT data and model facilities, through
appropriate collaborations. The advantage of such an extension is obvious: it would
make it possible to derive projections of the coupling between social dynamics and
earth system biogeochemical dynamics. The ICT challenges related to this extension
are strongly related to the ones that FuturICT already plans to address for large
social system models: coordinating numerous networks of models and data sources in
a coherent way framed by the requests of users, as developed in several papers of this
special issue [5–7].
The Exploratory of GEC settles a collaboration between a core set of research
teams in ICT, complex systems, social simulation from FuturICT and a set of partners
specialised in research about GEC and Earth system science. Together, they will
bootstrap the system of network and data sources of the domain with the aim to
attract an increasing number of other users.
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3 Towards a global self-organising system of models and data
sources about GEC
This section describes the state of the art in modelling for understanding and
mitigating GEC, and how FuturICT situates itself in this context.

3.1 Proliferating models based on more and more data
The Limits to Growth report to the Club of Rome [8] may be regarded as an early
ancestor of the FuturICT-Exploratory of GEC. Indeed, this book presented the ﬁrst
attempt to use computer simulations to anticipate our global future. Its predictions
were very pessimistic and warned about the risk of a collapse of humanity if mechanisms to control its growth were not implemented. It had a huge impact in the media,
partly because of the novelty of using computers to make global predictions. Soon
after its publication, prominent economists, scientists and political ﬁgures strongly
criticized The Limits to Growth, which discredited this type of project for about two
decades. However, recent analyses conclude that the warnings that The Limits to
Growth had given remain relevant for today’s world [9, 10]. According to Atkinson
[11], the key message of The Limits to Growth’s is the critical need to understand
global dynamics in terms of complex, interconnected systems. FuturICT responds to
this message and fully exploits the new ICT approaches that have been developed in
the 40 years since The Limits to Growth.
One major change is the tremendous capacity we now have for gathering huge
amounts of precise data about the Earth and human activities in a single information
system, with facilities for their consultation. The “Digital Earth” idea launched in
1998 by American Vice-President Al Gore, integrates a gargantuan amount of georeferenced data combining multi-resolution, three dimensional and dynamic features,
with a high-level integration of Earth science, space science, and information science.
The 2009 Beijing Declaration on Digital Earth states: “Signiﬁcant global-scale developments on Digital Earth science and technology have been made over the past ten
years, and parallel advances in space information technology, communication network
technology, high-performance computing, and Earth System Science have resulted in
the rise of a Digital Earth data-sharing platform for public and commercial purposes,
so that now Digital Earth is accessible by hundreds of millions, thus changing the
production and lifestyle of mankind”. Actually several attempts to develop a digital
Earth are taking place over the world, some in purely scientiﬁc contexts, others with
commercial goals [12,13].
In addition to these data systems and large historical datasets, an increasing
number of models are developed to simulate the key processes of GEC. In particular, Integrated Assessment Models of Global Change (IAM-GC) are an important
instrument in the attempt to grasp global change processes in an integrated systems
context [14–16]. The emphasis in these models has been and still is on the biophysical/geographical description of subsystems, such as the material stocks and ﬂows
of key elements (carbon, nitrogen, phosphorous) and the various stocks and ﬂows
of water. The representation of interactions with human dynamics – the topic of
economic and social sciences – is usually conﬁned to linkages with population density data through the use of stylized facts about resource use and waste ﬂows, plus
linkages with traditional (CGE) macro-economic growth models. The latter have become prominent in the assessment of costs and beneﬁts of climate change, despite
widespread doubts about their usefulness.
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Agent based models (ABMs) aim at introducing agent behaviours that are closer
to those described in sociological studies than the totally rational agents of traditional
economic theory (e.g. [17]). Socio-ecological systems (SES) [18, 19] model societal and
ecological systems in interaction [20]. SES concepts can be applied at multiple scales,
but there is a strong argument that a global scale analysis is necessary [21]. When
dealing with these complex interacting systems, ABMs provide an intuitive way to
model the linkages and human decision-making processes. ABMs have been applied
to many aspects of land-use modelling and ecosystem management [22–24]. The increasing empirical grounding of ABMs [25] supports their use in carrying out detailed
modelling around ecosystem service provision and SESs at a landscape scale [26]. The
direct correspondence between actors and agents allows for many aspects of human
decision-making to be modelled, and for a range of diﬀerent decision-making strategies to be used [17]. This makes ABMs particularly appropriate for SES modelling as
they can take into account non-ﬁnancial mechanisms, including multiple preferences,
complex behavioural rules, and the social norms which are necessary to understand
policy uptake and common pool resource situations [27, 28].
While existing EU FP-7 projects such as VOLANTE (www.volante-project.eu/,
[29]) are attempting to use ABMs to model land use transitions at a European scale,
the development of truly global ABMs has yet to reach its full potential. In part,
this is due to the complexities involved in scaling-up and scaling-down existing models [17], and in particular the modelling of institutional agents. Another issue is the
complexity of dealing with calibration and validation of ABMs; while some form of
sensitivity analysis is already used in ABM assessment [30–32], the type of global sensitivity analysis [33] necessary to properly engage with these models is still an active
research area, often limited by the computational cost of the necessary model runs
[34]. The FuturICT Living Earth Simulator will provide a computational environment that supports this kind of structured large-scale investigation of complex model
behaviour.

3.2 Meta-models and toy models
Frequently, existing models of socio-ecosystems are extended with ever more spatial
and process detail. This causes a rapid increase in data requirements, while the model
outcomes become more detailed but not necessarily more accurate. This is one of the
areas where computational science can contribute with better algorithms to assess
model outcomes in relation to data reliability and completeness. The more serious
shortcomings of existing modelling techniques, however, are of a structural nature:
the failure to adequately capture nonlinear feedbacks within resource and environmental systems and between human societies and these systems. To address these
shortcomings, there are two possible approaches that ﬁt well into the Exploratory of
GEC project.
The ﬁrst avenue is to collect and develop toy models, or simpliﬁed metamodels,
sometimes also called “model emulators” [35], of existing expert models, approaching
the behaviour of the complex models. These models are simpler to study, through
systematic experiments to analyze the consequences of, for instance, the possibility of
nonlinear feedbacks and couplings. The acquired knowledge is essential for the choices
made later in more complex models. The set of simple models constructed in the past
few decades under the heading of complex system science is impressive [36]. Improved
understanding of human responses to global environmental change can be incorporated into the systematic collection of and experimentation with cellular-automata
and agent-based simulation models, especially if these approaches are complemented
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by theoretical insights such as studying of the role of non-linearities or of dependency
to initial conditions.
This approach requires enlarged datasets with more historical depth, along the
lines of, for instance, the CLIO-INFRA project on long-term economic and social
data collection (www.clio-infra.eu). It also demands further conceptual reﬁnements
in several areas, in order to develop tractable yet realistic models of interesting phenomena at the intersection between human behaviour and environmental change.
Examples of research areas where such complex systems (meta)models can make signiﬁcant contributions are:
– the existence of nonlinear (eco)system dynamics (e.g. [37, 38]), in particular the
consequences for local populations of associated regime shifts in (semi-)arid regions
(see e.g. [39]);
– the role of ﬁnancial, trade and innovation mechanisms and the responses to
environmental deterioration seen in the evolution of the global agro-food system
[40, 41]1 ;
– the connection between population dynamics, and air pollution and other global
environmental change processes2 ;
– the behavioural dynamics of resource use, notably of (ground)water (see e.g.
[42, 43] and of (renewable) energy resources.
The development and use of such (meta)models in connection with large-scale
IAM-GC expert models can teach us more about the role in global environmental
change of such important social dynamics as competition-cooperation in managing
the global commons, and about the characteristics of innovation diﬀusion with respect to the envisaged transition to sustainability. For further details on such eﬀorts
see [36].

3.3 Participatory processes
A second avenue to address the aforementioned shortcomings is to engage decision
makers and stakeholders in interactive model use experiments. Traditionally there has
been a sharp divide between the policy making process and that of scientists trying
to understand the systems with which policy is concerned. The policy making process
might be hierarchical or distributed, but involves political discussion, the expression
of diﬀerent interests, consensus building, gathering of expert opinion and negotiation.
The world of science is often seen to be characterised by data gathering, precise
mathematical models and comparatively large independence of particular interests
and objectivity. When scientists are asked to provide policy recommendations, their
reasoning and especially the modelling process generally remain opaque to outsiders.
However a number of developments are starting to bridge this divide.
The participation of stakeholders (including policy people) is increasingly being
brought into the scientiﬁc modelling process to inform the micro-speciﬁcation and
validation of models (in addition to the goal), and thus improve them [44]. Complex social and environmental processes are often hugely varied and context dependent at the micro level, meaning that the relatively simple and uniform models of
1
see e.g. http://www.eururalis.eu/ and the INSITE-project http://www.
euclidnetwork.eu/pages/en/the-innovation-society-sustainability-and-ict-insite.
html
2
see WHO Global Burden of Disease project and Phoenix population model
http://themasites.pbl.nl/en/themasites/phoenix/index.html
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behaviour of past practice are open to being enriched by input from those that are
best informed about them (the stakeholders). Furthermore, visualisations of simulations can often help to elicit useful criticisms of the feasibility of resulting simulation
trajectories [45,46].
On the other hand the modelling process is being increasingly brought into the
policy discussion and making process, opening up the “black box” of policy modelling and involving scientists more in the wider process. Participatory approaches
to simulation can make the goal and design of simulations more open to input and
control from the world of policy and the public. Crowd-sourcing, where the data and
opinions of many people are collected and combined can be a powerful approach to
pinpointing emerging local areas of concern as well as to understanding and predicting
complex social outcomes. It can be a complement to agent-based simulation models.
It requires a diﬀerent and transparent set-up of simulation models. This direction of
research is promising in view of the rapid progress in branches such as experimental and behavioural economic and social sciences (see e.g. Dynamics of Cooperation
Networks and Institutions http://www.dyconi.nl/) and the potential contributions
from social media use.
Thus there is an emergent “middle ground” of processes that are not purely policy nor objective science, but involve mixes of the two worlds. However, if they are
not correctly conducted these processes mix heterogeneous sources of information,
without metaknowledge on the uncertainty attached to it: participants can have mistaken perceptions or provide misleading information for strategic reasons. Therefore,
the purpose of participation is rather to spot knowledge gaps, assess the diversity of
views and identify indicators used by stakeholders in their own decision processes.
Cautious capture of metaknowledge, for example, using logbooks as proposed by
Etienne [47] is a way to correct misperceptions because it can give qualitative assessment of uncertainty attached to the information provided by the participants.
Moreover, it is important to describe to the participants how their inputs will be
used and to condition their participation on their agreement about this use, because
then the participants are more conﬁdent in the process and more accurate in their
input [48].

3.4 A self-organising network of models and data sources
In contrast to the time of The Limits to Growth, we are now entering an era of
proliferation of models and data sources. Research on model bases dates back to
the late eighties [49] and since then many attempts have been made at setting up
“model bases” and metadata for models, especially in the Ecological Modelling
area (see EcoBAS: http://ecobas.org). The TESS (Transactional Environmental
Support System) FP7 European project is currently developing a data base of models and decision support systems in ecosystem services management, which currently
includes 165 models (http://tess.ttu.ee) covering a wide variety of topics (agriculture, forestry, ﬁshing, farming, heritage conservation, land-use planning, risk assessment, etc.) chosen among more than 2,400 examples collected from existing databases
of environmental management models. Hence, the problem is now to organise an ICT
system that facilitates access to models and data sources, their reuse in new models, both fair competition and cooperation between diﬀerent projects. Such a system
would indeed foster a more eﬃcient cumulative scientiﬁc progress.
FuturICT will need to incorporate support for model comparison, and the replication and extension of modelling work by researchers other than the model’s originators, including the integration of originally separate models across disciplinary
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boundaries. Provision will also be needed for recording the provenance of both data
and models: where, when, how and by whom data was collected and checked, and
models designed and built; and also the empirical and theoretical underpinnings of
models. A number of initiatives aimed at providing such facilities have been developed within the agent-based modelling community in recent years. Notably the
ODD protocol for describing individual-based and agent-based models [50] and the
“MR POTATOHEAD” approach, based on formal ontologies expressed in the OWL
language [51]. Work using ontologies and related tools and speciﬁcally designed to
support evidence-based policy-making is also underway [52]. The platform developed
in the EU project TaToo (http://www.tatoo-fp7.eu/tatooweb/), for semantic annotation of environmental resources, could also be useful in clarifying the modelling
approaches. FutureICT-GEC will encourage modellers to make use of such tools in
order to make their work more accessible and transparent.
The European Union (EU) has been successfully developing and implementing a multi-national, multi-purpose spatial data infrastructure through Directive
2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2007 establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community
(INSPIRE). Through the INSPIRE Directive, interoperability is being achieved for
a number of components, including metadata, network services, and data speciﬁcations for a large number of spatial data themes. In particular the INSPIRE standards for data (EC 2011) will be of utmost importance to FuturICT. Not only do
they introduce a semantic harmonization that is paramount for pan-European and
cross-border analyses, modelling and forecasting, but they also establish relationships between diﬀerent data themes. World-wide, in the process leading up to the
eye on earth summit, a white paper on Recommendations for the Technical Design
of a Global Interoperable Information Network was put forward [53]. These recommendations will need to be considered and possibly integrated into the design of the
Exploratory.
To make such a network of data and models a reality, a strong collaboration with
ICT teams within FuturICT is needed in order to develop progressively a user friendly
and ﬂexible system that allow the researchers to easily integrate their models as well
as reuse already existing models or results. There is a very important issue in deﬁning
the right metadata to require as well as in the procedures for including models, model
results or data source in the system. The objective would be to make it similar (or
better) as a publication for the researcher career. Peer reviewed process on the model
design and results, and then statistics of use (similar to citations). This implies to
provide the researchers with a strong incentive to participate in the development of
the system. A system of commenting by experts and users should be included as well,
because it is important that various users have some clues to navigate among the
wide variety of models, data and results. The quality of the navigator itself within
this huge diversity of models will also be a key to the success.
Within FuturICT, the Living Earth Simulator will build on these advances to
organise a constantly evolving network of model results and data sources, at planetary
scale, accessible via the Internet through speciﬁc facilities. The Living Earth Simulator
will allow the research community to enrich it progressively with new models and new
sources of data. Moreover, results of the simulations should be accessible to a variety of
users (including the general public) via the Internet, with an appropriate interface to
navigate among models, hypotheses, scenarios behind the simulation, and comments
from peers and users.
Collectively we have come a long way since The Limits to Growth. But we need
to make the next steps to bring it all to fruition. We now give more precise examples
of the directions of work that we envisage.
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4 Modelling populations behaviours contributing to GEC and risks
on their well-being
4.1 An Individual-based virtual population statistically valid from local to global
scales
The Exploratory of GEC will innovate by developing a world-wide virtual and
individual-based population at local level (municipality). This virtual population will
consist of virtual individuals, generated in a way that respects demographic statistics
at diﬀerent scales. It will take into account the uncertainties in the data by generating
several diﬀerent populations reﬂecting these uncertainties, providing several possible
inputs for models. The individuals will be described using a limited set of relevant
socio-economic variables (age, education level, activity, etc.) and will be grouped into
households. The methods for generating such virtual populations are available (e.g.
[54]) and they are beginning to be applied in USA and Europe, but not at the global
level. Moreover, they are in general part of a single project, and are therefore developed to match its particular goals and constraints, not to be made available to the
research community.
The availability of such virtual populations (constantly updated and improved
by contributing researchers) is a very important ﬁrst step in making downscaled
analyses of population relationships to GEC, and further for developing dynamical
models anticipating their evolution. The distributed organisation of this ICT setting
will allow diﬀerent research teams to develop such analyses in parallel for diﬀerent
regions or localities (and potentially to propose competing analyses for the same
regions). Moreover, generated populations are of great interest for other topics of
FuturICT, in particular for economics and health.
4.2 Data fusion for downscaled analyses of population contribution and exposure
to GEC
The next step is to associate the individuals and households of these virtual populations with data sets about their potential contribution to GEC, such as consumption
of water, food and energy. These data can come from various sources: distribution
companies (energy, food, water), public statistics bodies, speciﬁc studies following
subsamples in detail, or Internet crowd-sourcing. A common approach is to determine proﬁles of consumers and then to relate them statistically with the variables
describing individuals or households. It is for instance observed that patterns of food
and water consumption evolve with wealth (e.g., food consumption in developing
countries is shifting from cereals to fruits, vegetables, meat and oils, [55]).
This is a problem of data fusion which is one of the topics to be treated by the
Planetary Nervous System. FuturICT-GEC will collaborate with ICT researchers involved in otherparts of FuturICT to perform this data fusion. Of course in some cases
the work will require new data collection or the deﬁnition of proxies. Such work will
be carried out in collaboration with specialised social science teams, and could be
the subject of new experiments collecting new data on reactions of subjects to speciﬁc situations, on the participatory platform. The results of these analyses could be
of interest to citizens, policy makers and companies involved in the production or
distribution of the goods considered. The other challenge is to associate these virtual populations with their exposure to potentially negative eﬀects of GEC and to
evaluate more precisely some objective parameters of impact on their well-being [56].
Deﬁning well-being is the subject of much discussion: the GEO-4 report ([57] p.13),
distinguishes three views which have diﬀerent implications for the environment. The
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ﬁrst stresses people’s resources and assets, the second the subjective feelings of people
about their life, and the third what people are able to be and do. In the Millennium
Assessment (2003), human well-being encompasses personal and environmental security, access to materials for a good life, good health and good social relations, all of
which are closely related to each other.
In relation to GEC, well-being should be associated with data about access to
energy, enough food, safe water, clean air, shelter with acceptable comfort, clothing
and access to other goods. Social relations, which are often considered as an important part of well-being, can also be disrupted by GEC, in particular by urbanisation;
although conversely, this can oﬀer opportunities to escape oppressive social relations,
particularly for women. We can address the question of social relations by trying to
deﬁne typical social networks from speciﬁc surveys and studies of Internet data, or by
identifying organised communities. One can expect these communities to be mostly
localised, although conditions provide incentives for people to connect to connect at
an unprecedented scale and to turn these connections into action. For example, in
southern Europe the “indignados” movement has tried to inﬂuence the political development and the “Arab Spring” made a change relying strongly on new communication
tools. Also in Russia social movements are gathering force using new communication
technology. In FuturICT, analysing and tracking new links that carry information on
GEC and relevant action will be essential in eﬀorts to understand how responses to
GEC evolve.
Establishing robust statistical connections between individual and household characteristics, and data related to well-being, requires applying the methods worked out
in the planetary nervous system. Some of these results could be checked in experiments on the participatory platform. Ultimately, these will allow us to analyse the
exposure of populations to the negative eﬀects of GEC at diﬀerent levels of details
and geographic scales.
This progressive development of downscaled analyses will be important for understanding how the contributions to and exposure to GEC, and more particularly
degradations of well-being, vary across space and among diﬀerent categories of the
population. Such more detailed analyses are very important in framing political discussions and targeting policy measures more precisely.

4.3 Micro-simulation of demographics at planetary scale
The data collections, analyses and fusions previously mentioned will also deﬁne the
basis for individual based dynamical models. The goal here is to go beyond the instantaneous pictures of the system given by the data analyses and to try to anticipate
its future evolution under diﬀerent scenario options (deﬁned for instance by policy
measures and economic context). This implies inclusion of mechanisms that determine behavioural changes in the model population, in ﬁrst instance based on past
data and the assumption of constancy of such mechanisms.
The ﬁrst driver to include is demographic change: individuals get older, get married, divorced, have children, die. These dynamics will modify the households deﬁned
from the data. A common way to include demographics in an individual-based model
is the so-called micro-simulation approach, in which life events occur to individuals
according to conditional probabilities which are computed from time series data or
speciﬁc surveys. Such models are currently developed at regional or national scales,
for instance in Japan [58] or Sweden [59].
An important diﬃculty in this approach is to deﬁne the evolution of migration
dynamics which can be impacted by a variety of events and by policy changes. Indeed,
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one has to make assumptions about how individuals and households decide to migrate. This, of course, may be connected with socio-economic attributes, that hence
should be included in the dynamical model. Moreover, there are often probabilities or
parameters aﬀecting the dynamics that cannot be derived directly from the data [60].
It is thus necessary to compute them by calibration on time series data. The reliability
of projections will then depend on assuming at least as an initial hypothesis that the
statistical relations between variables in these time series data will continue to hold.
This is far from a trivial assumption, especially for complex systems. However, this
does not render the projections useless, because:
1. We can seek to explain theoretically why they should be expected to remain the
same, over the period of the projection.
2. The model itself should indicate an explanation of why the relations hold ; we can
vary the model to get an idea what would happen if one or more of them ceased
to hold.
3. Conversely, we may ﬁnd that assuming they remain the same implies, if the model
is correct, that some variables will inevitably take increasingly extreme values
over time, without limit, we can then reasonably deduce that at some point the
statistical relations will break down; and we can use the model to explore the
range of possible ways this could occur.
4. We can use multiple time series from the past – the more widely the relations
concerned hold, the stronger the expectation they will continue to do so.
The aim is to derive such a demographic micro-simulation model at world level. This
would make it possible to anticipate downscaled demographic changes. Again, more
precise anticipation of changes depending on locations and population categories are
very important in targeting policies more precisely. Nevertheless, such an individualbased model should be considered as complementary to the more usual aggregated
projections: it is often valuable to compare model results at diﬀerent abstraction
levels. In particular, the variability of the results obtained with micro-simulation
models, due to the probabilistic processes determining life events, enables evaluation
of the uncertainties on the predictions.

4.4 Coupling demography with behaviours contributing to GEC or with
vulnerability to GEC
Micro-simulation models of demography can be used as a starting point for implementing dynamical models of the contribution of populations to GEC. This requires
reference to the data analyses generating the socio-economic characteristics of individuals while integrating them in households. Moreover, it requires elaborating rules
for the evolution of individual and household consumption of the goods considered
(diﬀerent types of energy, food, water, etc.) as the individual or household situation
evolves over time. Clearly an important point here is to include dynamics connected
with the socio-economic paths of individuals (e.g. whether they are employed or not,
if so in what type of job and with what level of salary, what assets they possess, etc.).
Indeed, these attributes are important in evaluating consumption proﬁles. They also
have a signiﬁcant impact on migration decisions (e.g. rural exodus in the developing
countries). In this respect, the Exploratory of GEC will collaborate with the economists in charge of the Exploratory on ﬁnance and economy in FuturICT and our aim
is to jointly develop models of population demographic and economic evolution. Other
behaviours (and their evolution) are more closely connected with social interactions
and social values. The emerging methods of computational social science will address
these aspects, for instance in innovation diﬀusion models (e.g. [61, 62]).
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To anticipate the degradation of well-being by GEC, evaluating the evolution of
the economic situations of individuals and households is crucial, because the world’s
poorest people depend primarily on environmental goods and services for their livelihoods. Speciﬁc studies from FuturICT-GEC models could be devoted to the impact on
people’s well-being of very signiﬁcant increases in primary goods’ prices (like the one
which took place in 2008), and of freshwater prices. Furthermore, many communities
in both developing and developed countries derive their income from environmental
resources, which include ﬁsheries, non-timber forest products and wildlife [57]. These
communities are directly impacted when GEC damages their sources of income.
As mentioned previously, well-being is also related to the quality of social relations. Hence a further step in modelling that needs to be explored in FuturICT activity
related to GEC is modelling the dynamics of communities’ evolution. This implies
designing mechanisms for the evolution of social networks, at local and more global
levels. Such mechanisms are already being studied from data, and this is one particularly active research topic of computational social science. Large scale data collection
settings on the Internet could be imagined to ground the considered models.

5 Ecosystem services production and distribution
In this section, we consider the study of the socio-economic systems which are directly related to the production, exploitation and distribution of ecosystem services,
in the perspective of computational social science. We give some examples of research
directions without aiming to be exhaustive. In the same spirit as in the previous section, FuturICT will build on some ICT facilities to generate core sets of models and
approaches that attract the activities of other research groups and enrich the network
of models and data.
5.1 Land
Over the last 20 years, increasing human population, economic development and
emerging global markets have driven unprecedented land-use change. The most dynamic changes have been in forest cover and composition, expansion and intensiﬁcation of cropland, and the growth of urban areas. Even more signiﬁcant than the
change in cropland area, is that land-use intensity has increased dramatically since
1987, resulting in more production per hectare. The enormous increase in the production of farm and forest has brought greater wealth and more secure livelihoods
for billions, but often at the cost of land degradation, biodiversity loss and disruption
of water and nutrient cycles [57]. Irrigation is one major driver of that evolution.
Irrigated land produces 30–40 per cent of global farm output, and a far higher proportion of high-value crops, from less than 10% of the farmed area. Increasing water
withdrawals for irrigation increase the likelihood of salinity. Worldwide, some 20 per
cent of irrigated land (450 000 km2 ) is salt-aﬀected, with 2 500–5 000 km2 lost from
production every year as a result of salinity [63, 64]. However, it is widely recognised
that there are large opportunities to increase water use eﬃciency.
Projects for the treatment of new data about land use and the development of
ambitious models of land use change are numerous. In Europe for instance, integrated
projects like SENSOR and SEAMLESS gathered large numbers of researchers from
diﬀerent ﬁelds of expertise to develop such models. However, it appears that these
models are still of rather limited use and the models do not evolve rapidly. FuturICT
will have to create a more open community of modellers that can use and explore
data and ensure a continuous improvement of the models.
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Land-use change modelling is often carried out by treating whole countries or large
regions as if they were a single farm, using techniques such as linear programming
to determine the combination of land uses that is likely to be most proﬁtable in
future (e.g. [65]). Such techniques work reasonably well over periods of a few years
(during which the drivers of land-use change can be assumed to remain largely the
same), but they ignore the heterogeneity of real farm businesses, and the fact that
small farmers in particular are not generally simple proﬁt maximisers: they are often
emotionally attached to their land and to particular land-uses, reluctant to sell land
or abandon a tenancy even when this would be economically rational, and concerned
to be seen as a “good farmer” by their peers [66]. They often combine farming with
other economic activities, grow a range of crops to take into account uncertainties,
including institutional ones, and are wary of making irreversible choices. Over the last
two decades, therefore, there has been an increasing use of agent-based simulation to
study land-use change issues such as innovation and imitation [67], deforestation and
reaﬀorestation [68], the management of limited water resources [69], the relationship
between farmers and nomadic herders [70], and urban sprawl [71]. In recent years,
there has been an increasing emphasis on the need to validate agent-based models of
land-use change with detailed empirical information [72]. Much of this work has been
undertaken in collaboration with small farm households in developing countries, and
this has frequently involved the use of role-playing games in order to elicit details
of such households’ decision-making processes [23]. In contrast, there have been few
if any attempts to apply agent-based techniques to land-use on a national or larger
scale: until recently the computational resources needed for such an approach have
not been available to many – if any – researchers in the area; and the demand such
models would have for empirical data still poses a serious constraint.
The ambition of FuturICT is to build on these achievements with the following
objectives:
– Creating a closer relation between data about land-use, expertise (including lay
expertise available through participatory settings) and data about socio-economic
agents (farmers and foresters in particular) that are responsible for land-use
change.
– Deﬁning new protocols of data collection in collaboration with social scientists that
shed light on the connection between data about land-use and decision making
processes of agents.
– Developing new data-intensive dynamic models based on extensive data on landuse change related to agent decision-making processes. Such models could be developed at diﬀerent scales and diﬀerent levels of abstraction.
– Using the population models mentioned in the previous section (integrating demographics and economic activities) to study the inﬂuence of individual and household mobility on changing urban/rural relationships.
5.2 Food systems
The Global Environmental Change and Food System (GEFACS) project has developed a comprehensive framework to describe all the activities, processes and outcomes
in modern food systems and all possible interactions with GEC (see [73] for details).
Several rigorous conceptual frameworks have inspired the concept of a “food system”. The commodity system analysis (CSA) [74, 75] takes a single commodity as
departure point, and covers production practices, grower organisations, labour, marketing and distribution networks, consumer and community cultures, scale, relations
with the state, and commodity culture. The global production network (GPN) approach builds on the CSA by acknowledging global interdependency [76]. The GPN
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highlights the importance of socio-technical system to any endeavour, temporal and
spatial speciﬁcity and the diﬃculty of generalising across commodity sectors. The
food regimes approach [77] is strongly inﬂuenced by the CSA concept but tries to put
the analysis in a historical perspective, focusing on the evolution of value relations.
Food system activities include producing, processing, packaging, distributing, retailing and ﬁnally consuming food. Food system outcomes have an impact on social
welfare, food security and environmental welfare. Food system dynamics both depend
on and impact both socio-economic evolution (demographics, economics, cultural values etc.), and GEC (land cover and soils, atmosphere, water availability and quality,
biodiversity etc.) [78].
Food systems are complex dynamical systems. Agriculture is no longer the primary income generating (or labour employing) activity in food supply chains either
globally or in many developed countries. Processing, packaging and distributing have
grown in importance. However, many developing countries still do depend heavily on
agriculture. Globalization has connected commodity markets and food security outcomes across space and over time [79]. Much more agricultural production is traded
than 30 years ago. Food-price shocks in one country or region have ripple eﬀects
elsewhere, as the commodity price increases of 2007–8 have shown. Food systems are
multi-scale (spatial, temporal, jurisdictional and institutional), and globalisation has
altered many cross scale interactions, generally increasing them [21, 80, 81].
In order to assess the sustainability and equity of access to food, research approaches need to be capable of capturing the relationships between the components
of a food system. These include the biophysical resources which make food production possible, the resource-use demands of food processors and retailers, and consumer
behaviour, including food preferences, preparation and intra-household distribution
patterns. Such a comprehensive approach will also contribute to understanding the
multiple ways in which food systems interact with GEC, and the consequences of
these interactions for food security.
The collaboration between ICT, complexity research and computational social
sciences in FuturICT appears particularly appropriate to meet this challenge. The
data intensive modelling approach developed in FuturICT would make available
new means for more precise analyses of past dynamics in food systems (or parts of
them), and the exploration of future scenarios. In general, the scientiﬁc advances that
FuturICT will aim at are related to the development of more systematic data gathering from the social-technical systems considered (tracing products from production to
consumption), the use of new tools for analysing and representing such data (such as
representations of complex networks of interactions), and the representation of power
and value interactions, using recently developed concepts and methods of computational social science.
Practically, this approach could start by focusing on speciﬁc food products, as in
commodity system analysis. In addition to understanding possible hidden or counterintuitive dynamical process through extensive data analyses and intensive simulations,
the research will have more speciﬁc targets such as:
– Embodied carbon and virtual water. “Embodied carbon” refers to as the greenhouse gases emitted in the process of making a product and similar approaches
can be applied to water use. Behind both concepts is the need to use whole lifecycle analysis (LCA) to calculate the impact of food production, packaging and
distribution on GEC. Starting initially with carbon, the approach tends to be enlarged to water and nitrogen “embedded” in the commodities and even to social
eﬀects in “social LCA” [82]. For example, Galloway et al. [83] have developed a
model to calculate the virtual trade in environmental degradation to produce and
distribute meat. Research teams involved in LCA produce databases of standard
contributions to be used when unfolding the various pathways, such as impacts
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of freshwater production [84]. More comprehensive modelling approaches developed in FuturICT could apply similar approaches to populations of local actors
participating in the supply chain, and use advanced tracing product systems.
– Food security and integrated policy. In addition to the impact on GEC, FuturICTGEC models could address issues such as the impact on food security of diﬀerent
shocks to the system. In the case of the 2007–8 crisis, this impact was closely
related to states setting up national tariﬀ barriers and reducing their exports of
grains, so exacerbating the crisis. The models could investigate the outcome of
global coordination in such circumstances. In addition to the breakthroughs that
can be expected in fruitful collaborations between ICT, complex system research
and computational social science in modelling food systems, the major step forward is facilitating cumulative progress in the modelling eﬀort, in contrast to the
current situation, where each modelling project tends to build from scratch. This
will progressively allow for an analysis of interdependencies between the diﬀerent
commodity systems. Again, we expect that series of models at diﬀerent scales and
levels of abstraction will be fruitful. The most ﬁne-grained models will uncover
potentially unexpected emerging dynamics, and make possible to develop more
aggregated models incorporating these ﬁndings.

5.3 Industrial ecosystems
Major eﬀects on the environment arise from industrial activities. Reductions in material and energy usage, re-use of by-products and waste, and lengthening of the lifespan
of manufactured products can all have signiﬁcant eﬀects on ameliorating GEC. In order to achieve such reductions, it is necessary to understand the actual and potential
linkages between ﬁrms, the supply chain, at the global, regional, and local levels and
across industrial sectors. Such studies have been growing in number under the banner
of ‘Industrial Ecosystems’. An example of how such work can contribute to reducing
GEC is the Industrial Symbiosis movement. This aims to connect ﬁrms so that what
is to one merely a waste product of its processing becomes a material source for another (for instance, sub-standard and broken items from a ceramics factory can be
recycled to make aggregate for concrete manufacture). Similarly, waste steam from
a chemical process can be used to generate electricity, rather than being vented to
the air. However, such inter-connections between industries can also lead to complex
interdependencies that reduce resilience and leave ﬁrms vulnerable to shocks.
It is therefore important to examine the patterns of relationships in industrial
supply chains, bearing in mind not only the ﬂows of material and energy, but also the
transfers of risks, the relative power of actors along the supply chain with the potential
for either exploitation or beneﬁt, and ownership and control structures. There are
already some localised research eﬀorts of this type (e.g. [85]3 ), but there is a need
for increased scale and ambition. This will require an international eﬀort to obtain
data on industrial processes, input-output matrices, and opportunities for symbiosis.
In addition, there is a need for data on the environmental impact of industries and
individual ﬁrms at a local level, and multi-scale models that can help to integrate
these various types of data.
One of the most challenging areas that FuturICT will have to deal with is the emergence of innovations and industrial and societal transformations. Conceptual models
for how transformations take place have been developed (e.g. [86]). FuturICT would
allow capturing essential processes using data and models, thus allowing a systematic
exploration of alternative transformation pathways and the factors aﬀecting them.
3
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In this research direction, a close collaboration with the FuturICT European
Economic and Financial exploratory and the Technology exploratory will be particularly important.

5.4 Water management and distribution systems
The global impacts of human interventions in the water cycle, including land cover
change, urbanisation, industrialisation and water resources development, are likely to
surpass those of recent or anticipated climate change, at least over the next decades
[87]. Water withdrawals for irrigation have increased dramatically, to about 70 per
cent of global water withdrawals. One-tenth of the world’s major rivers no longer
reach the sea during some part of the year, because water is extracted upstream for
irrigation or other uses [88].
Available water resources continue to decline as a result of excessive withdrawal
of both surface- and ground-water, as well as decreased water run-oﬀ due to reduced
precipitation and increased evaporation attributed to global warming. Already, in
many parts of the world, such as West Asia, the Indo-Gangetic Plain, the North
China Plain and the High Plains in North America, human water use exceeds annual
average water replenishment. Use of freshwater for agriculture, industry and energy
has increased markedly over the last 50 years [57].
By 2025, about 1.8 billion people will be living in countries or regions with absolute
water scarcity, and two-thirds of the world population could be under conditions
of water stress – the threshold for meeting the water requirements for agriculture,
industry, domestic purposes, energy and the environment [89].
Water quality degradation from human activities continues to harm human and
ecosystem health. Around 2.6 billion people live without adequate sanitation [90].
Three million people die from water-borne diseases each year in developing countries, the majority children under the age of ﬁve. Pollution from diﬀuse land sources,
particularly agriculture and urban run-oﬀ, needs urgent action by governments and
the agricultural sector. Pesticide pollution, endocrine-disrupting substances and suspended sediments are also hard to control [57]. Further, accidental and catastrophic
industrial pollution of water is still a major threat, as shown recently in Hungary
and China, as is past pollution remaining in sediments, such as PCB in major rivers.
Overexploitation of coastal aquifers induces salt intrusion. Finally, water quality can
also be aﬀected by warming due to its use for cooling nuclear plants for example,
damaging aquatic life.
Aquatic ecosystems continue to be heavily degraded, putting many ecosystem
services at risk, including the sustainability of food supplies and biodiversity. Global
marine and freshwater ﬁsheries show large declines, caused mostly by persistent overﬁshing. Total marine catches are being sustained only by ﬁshing ever further oﬀshore
and deeper in the oceans, and progressively lower in the food chain [57]. This situation is inducing local tensions across the world. They are magniﬁed when they cross
borders, inducing cascade eﬀects. The Israel-Palestine case is a major example of
this situation: political conﬂict and water scarcity narratives have generated a loss of
access to water on the Palestinian side, with intensiﬁcation of use on the remaining
resources as a consequence.
Current trends are ambiguous, with development of gray water use for irrigation in
order to cope with water scarcity, water is saved but the water cycle is sped up, potentially inducing concentration of pollutants. This is a typical case of new technologies
enabling an increase of interactions between socio-technical and earth systems. Practical implementation of Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM) at the basin
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scale, including conjunctive consideration of groundwater aquifers and downstream
coastal areas, is a key response to freshwater scarcity and quality issues. There is
evidence that IWRM at the basin scale, combining improved eﬄuent treatment and
wetland restoration with education and public awareness, is eﬀective [57]. At EU level,
the 2000 Water Framework Directive relies upon this paradigm. Networks of observatories have been established as interdisciplinary research programmes that aim to
observe and explore the long-term ecological, social, and economic impacts of global
change at the regional level (e.g. TERENO in Germany, [91]). The extensive data
provided by these earth system observatories require adequate data management to
appease the growing “data hunger” of models. High-performance computing and scientiﬁc visualization are crucial technical tools [92] supporting the process of living
earth simulator development.
As an example, the International Water Research Alliance Saxony (IWAS) aims
to contribute to an IWRM in hydrologically sensitive regions by developing speciﬁc
system solutions as a response to water-related problems worldwide [93]. Overarching objectives are (1) to generate interdisciplinary system understanding for sustainable management of water resources in response to natural and social changes, (2) to
develop and implement site-speciﬁc methods, models and technologies for water management, (3) to develop and apply site-speciﬁc management concepts and implementation strategies involving local governance structures and participatory processes,
and (4) to contribute to the transfer of existing and newly acquired knowledge to the
modelled regions (capacity development).
However water management at both national and global scales has mainly focused on two strands: “command and control” and integrated management, which
have each had limited eﬀect [94]. Regulation by incentives and contractual obligations has proven eﬀective when a small number of occasional polluters exist with
limited uncertainty about their actions, but it is less eﬀective in situations of high uncertainty. Integrated management has mobilised multi-disciplinary knowledge to plan
and coordinate policies impacting water by ensuring the agreement of the population
through their participation in deciding measures at the watershed level. However,
the eﬀectiveness of this collaborative planning by basin is aﬀected by other policies
(employment, housing, agriculture, etc.) and it is vulnerable to uncertainties and the
renewal of pollution issues. Resilience assessment provides tools to identify potential
upcoming changes in river basins [95].
Research questions concerning worldwide water problems in the context of GEC
will be tackled in FuturICT. Speciﬁc aspects of representative priority problems of
water management could be examined in selected regions of Latin America (Brazil),
the Middle East (Oman, Saudi Arabia), Eastern Europe (Ukraine), Central Asia
(Mongolia), and South East Asia (Vietnam), where a pronounced sensitivity with
regard to the aspects investigated can be identiﬁed. All relevant water compartments,
managed systems (drinking water, wastewater, irrigation), the status and function
of natural ecosystems, as well as anthropogenic inﬂuences (climate, land-use, etc.)
will be investigated, where they appear most sensitive. In order to link the regions
and form the potential to later integrate the ﬁndings into a holistic IWRM concept,
certain aspects relevant to all model regions will be treated in cross-cutting subprojects. These aspects include systems analysis, scenario development and modelling,
institutional prerequisites for water resources management, capacity development,
and technology development and implementation [112–122].
FuturICT-GEC will build on the already signiﬁcant experience in modelling for
supporting IWRM and adaptive management at the basin scale. Such models are
needed for a comprehensive view of all the actors depending on the water basin, and
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to project potential future evolution (for instance urbanisation, increase of agricultural needs for crops, etc.).
5.5 Forest and biodiversity
Economic development has led and is still leading to a global crisis of biodiversity,
so that planet Earth is experiencing its sixth mass extinction [96]. This has
spurred the creation of the IPBES (Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services), an analogue of the IPCC for biodiversity questions. Deforestation is going on at a roughly stable rate (FAO Global Forest Resources
Assessment), while agricultural intensiﬁcation and urbanization is increasing human
pressure on natural systems. At the same time, the globalization of product exchanges,
and the centralization of land exploitation following the emergence of large companies
have created new pathways for environmental protection. Environmental certiﬁcations
such as FSC and PEFC for forest products or organic farming for agricultural goods
represent a growing part of the products in the world market [97]. Big companies are
also aware of the beneﬁts of environmental marketing [98]. Environmental preservation, marketing, consumer choices and public policies are thus profoundly intertwined,
so that environmental protection has become a genuine complex system.
Developing scenarios on the future of biodiversity will require borrowing knowledge from many ﬁelds including ecology, climatology, demographics, geography,
economics and other social sciences. The numerous interdependencies among these
ﬁelds will need to be deciphered, and the eﬀect of public policies on socio-ecological
dynamics will need to be integrated in such scenarios [99]. While putting these ﬁelds
together to build biodiversity scenarios is one of the current research frontiers in socioecological sciences (ERA-Net Biodiversa 2), these scenarios will constitute without
doubt new complex systems needing to be understood so as to evaluate their robustness, sensitivity and reliability, and to design eﬃcient mitigation measures. New tools
will need to be developed in the ﬁeld of complex systems, such as tools to analyze
multi-level dynamics (European FP7 topic ICT-2011.9.7 Dynamics of Multi-Level
Complex Systems), and tools to relate models to multiple types of data coming from
multiple observational platforms.
FuturICT-GEC team will develop such tools within the FuturICT facilities and
encourage other teams in the world to enrich this network of models and data sources.
5.6 Natural hazards: Floods and droughts
Extreme events such as droughts, ﬂoods, or hurricanes, are expected to increase in
intensity and frequency as an aspect of GEC [3], although statistical deﬁnition, physical understanding and forecast of climate extremes and their evolution still remain
intrinsically challenging [100, 101]. At the same time population in ﬂood-prone areas
is increasing. The long-term unpredictability of such events is part of the riddle water
resources planners and managers have to solve, and the long-term engineering solutions that have been proven to work under a less variable climate may not apply any
more [102]. One can contend that because of the economic cost (a six-fold increase
was observed for ﬂood cost in the US between 1932 and 1997 [103]) and the potential
cascading social impacts of extreme climatic events, solutions cannot be found without an appropriate understanding of the social phenomena that come into play. In the
case of ﬂoodplain management for instance, studies taking into account social aspects
suggest that levees can foster a false sense of security which maximizes the impact
of extreme ﬂood events [104], while adaptive and decentralized prevention and mitigation strategies could prove successful in some communities [105]. Likewise, when
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water becomes scarce, the seemingly abundant supply made available by large-scale
engineering solutions makes it more diﬃcult to bring about much-needed behavioural
changes in water consumption [106].
Creeping environmental changes are another type of natural hazard associated
with GEC, and can occur in two diﬀerent ways. First, they can gradually but directly
force some ecosystems across thresholds and lead them to so-called catastrophic shifts
(Schaeﬀer et al., 2001), which can durably or even irreversibly alter their properties.
Such direct causes for natural hazards include unusually extreme heat and strong
winds causing large-scale ﬁres that destroy age-old forest over large areas, as happened
in 2010 and 2011 in Russia. This type of hazard is often diﬃcult to forecast the ﬁrst
time it happens, and as for other hazards, adaptive strategies should be tested and
implemented to mitigate their eﬀects.
Second, man-made changes can act indirectly by increasing the risk for natural
hazards to take place, and increasing the value at risk in case of disaster, for example
urbanisation often reduces water inﬁltration into the ground, and is therefore well
known as a ﬂood enhancer. Similarly, population density and economic growth can
sometimes be blamed for structural water deﬁcits even in the absence of drought
in the meteorological sense. Hazard impact is often enhanced in highly populated
areas, but such areas can also have a strong potential for remedial action, which can
reduce hazard impact if appropriate action is taken. In the case of urban ﬂooding,
many solutions have been proposed or implemented, including collection into rain
barrels or water holding rooftops, but they have often been studied piecemeal, and
the engineering and social aspects are often found hard to integrate (e.g. [107]). For
this reason, FuturICT will act to bring together the engineering and computational
social science communities to better tackle the consequences of natural hazards:
– By providing social dynamics tools for engineers, planners and managers, towards
designing better prevention, mitigation and adaptation strategies in the face of
hazard of unpredictable magnitude.
– By collecting further knowledge on attitudes towards risk: what are the drivers
for risk prone behaviors and for the adoption of new prevention settings.
– By providing computational social scientists with a large database of examples of
strong disturbance of social systems for which the parameters, i.e. the chain of
natural events, are given. Other types of social disturbances can then be compared
to those caused by extreme events.

6 Governance for sustainability and resilience
6.1 Earth system governance
In the Earth System Governance Project of IDHP, Earth system governance is deﬁned as the interrelated and increasingly integrated system of formal and informal
rules, rule-making systems, and actor-networks at all levels of human society (from
local to global) that are set up to steer societies towards preventing, mitigating, and
adapting to global and local environmental change and, in particular, earth system
transformation, within the normative context of sustainable development. The notion of governance refers to forms of steering that are less hierarchical than traditional
governmental policy-making (even though most modern governance arrangements will
also include some degree of hierarchy), rather decentralized, open to self-organization,
and inclusive of non-state actors that range from industry and non-governmental organizations to scientists, indigenous communities, city governments and international
organizations [108].
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In the same report, Biermann et al. frame the research on Earth system governance
into ﬁve main problems:
– The architecture of earth system governance-this includes questions relating to the
emergence, design and eﬀectiveness of governance systems as well as the overall
integration of global, regional, national and local governance.
– Understanding the agents that drive earth system governance and that need to be
involved. The research gap here is especially the inﬂuence, roles and responsibilities of actors apart from national governments, such as business and non-proﬁt
organizations, the ways in which authority is granted to these agents, and how it
is exercised.
– Understanding and further developing the adaptiveness of earth system governance. But what are the politics of adaptiveness? Which governance processes
foster it? What attributes of governance systems enhance capacities to adapt?
How, when and why does adaptiveness inﬂuence earth system governance?
– Ensuring the accountability and legitimacy of governance. What are the sources
of accountability and legitimacy in earth system governance? What institutional
designs can produce the accountability and legitimacy of earth system governance
in a way that guarantees balances of interests and perspectives?
– Earth system governance is about the distribution of material and immaterial
values as is any political activity. It is, in essence, a conﬂict about the access to
goods and about their allocation-it is about justice, fairness, and equity. What
(overarching) principles underlie allocation and access? How can allocation be
reconciled with governance eﬀectiveness?
Up to now modelling approaches have not much addressed governance questions.
However, the general approach developed in FuturICT develops new means to meet
this challenge and eﬀectively collaborate with social sciences researchers. We now list
some more precise illustrative examples:
– Complex system research develops more and more sophisticated tools for analysing
networks of interactions (particularly those extracted from Internet data). These
techniques could provide interesting views of the architecture of agents interacting in diﬀerent aspects of Earth System governance, and of the role of diﬀerent
agents. The links studied could simply be references in documents, or more elaborated studies taking into account automatic treatments of the semantics of the
documents.
– Computational social science is developing new methods for representing opinion
dynamics in networks of agents that can take into account power relationships.
Again, these models can be based on extensive data analyses. These models can be
used to study the characteristics of diﬀerent architectures, and their eﬀectiveness
in solving conﬂicts and in adapting to potential changes of context.
– Dynamical models of similar type can be used to study the views of diﬀerent
agents of the legitimacy of actors and whether diﬀerent types of procedures and
actions could improve their perceived legitimacy. The participatory platform can
also be a very valuable tool to organise experiments on questions of legitimacy.
Moreover, the FuturICT activity about crime and incivility should be involved
to characterise the tendency for various institutional settings to generate more or
less illegal behaviours.
The models developed should again be of diﬀerent levels of details, in order to capture both the possible eﬀects of interactions in detailed models, and clear theoretical
interpretation of simpler analytical models focusing on speciﬁc identiﬁed complex
dynamical eﬀects.
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6.2 Models and scenarios framing the future
Beyond modelling and data, a major tool for work on governance in FuturICT will be
the participatory platform. This platform will be the means to organise participative
processes with decision makers, stakeholders and citizens. Such experiments, more
or less extensively based on data and models, would concern not only Earth system
governance, but also many other case studies of local governance.
An important development in participatory processes is the determination of relevant scenarios framing the future. The Limits to Growth [8] is part of a lineage
of scenario development reaching back through The Year 2000 to postwar military
strategizing and corporate development [109].
Rounsevell and Metzger [110] suggest that environmental science scenarios can be
grouped into three types: exploratory scenarios develop a set of alternative, coherent futures to explore the range of possibilities-the IPCC SRES scenarios are a good
example of this; normative scenarios work towards a desired future, and allow for
multiple pathways to achieve particular goals; business-as-usual scenarios extrapolate
current values and trends to explore the consequences of small changes with a short
time horizon, typically to analyze regulatory and policy changes. Normative (or backcasting) scenarios are the least known. Here, the starting point is a desirable future
state of aﬀairs in the system to be modelled, perhaps expressed as a set of constraints;
attempts would then be made (in conjunction with domain experts) to devise possible
pathways from the current state to that desirable future, and agent-based modelling
would then be used to test these scenarios, identifying the assumptions that must be
made in order for them to be plausible. To the best of our knowledge, this approach
has not yet been employed, although the “robust policy” approach of Bankes [111],
in which large numbers of model runs are used to ﬁnd a policy approach that will
give acceptable results across a wide range of possible futures, is somewhat similar.
This idea can be related to the framework of viability theory (see below).
Further, scenarios can also be probabilistic and participatory. Finally, there are
desired qualities for scenarios to have: salience for decision maker’s needs; scientiﬁc credibility and legitimacy, or incorporation of divergent values. For instance,
one can note the evolution from a standard set of scenarios including “business as
usual”, optimistic and pessimistic to more elaborated sets such as the ones developed
by IPCC, in order to attain more salience for policy makers: A1 for the marketoriented globalising world (Global Market); B2 its opposite: the community-oriented
regionalising world (Caring Region); A2 the market-oriented protectionist world (Safe
Region); and B1 the government-oriented globalising world (Global Solidarity). Such
scenario names in this case used in UNEP’s GEO, underline that scenarios are linking
storylines with models and reﬂect a variety of diﬀerent worldviews that are diﬃcult
to represent together in a single model [112]. Similarly, for local governance problems,
it is important to design appropriate scenarios for the future.

6.3 Resilience and sustainability
Resilience and sustainability have become more and more important criteria in framing policies related to the environment. Indeed, ecologists had particularly developed
and used the concept of resilience [113] before it became more widely used for socioeco systems [114,115]. It is now the centre of interest of numerous researchers from
various ﬁelds, who share a willingness to see their research be actually useful for
policy makers and for society in general (the Resilience Alliance). Links between resilience, sustainability, stability and durability have been widely explored since the
Brundtland Report [116], with work coming from several communities (economics,
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social science and ecology, see for example [117]). However, these concepts remain
the subject of strong debates among scholars, and resilience can have precise mathematical deﬁnitions or broader qualitative meaning of a boundary concept, bridging
diﬀerent scientiﬁc disciplines [118]. Gotts [119] criticises the Resilience Alliance approach as both ahistorical and apolitical, ignoring both long-term directional change,
and fundamental conﬂicts of interest within human societies. Other directions based
on viability theory (Aubin 1991) are currently under development [120–122].
FuturICT will contribute to this research on resilience by including the point
of view of complex system researchers and computational social scientists involved
directly in FuturICT in the debates about these concepts and their possible use.
FuturICT will oﬀer a wide set of possible tests and experiments of the concept’s
variants on the models and data analyses carried out. In particular several directions can already be identiﬁed: (1) Sustainability of controlled systems. Large-scale
data analyses can help to identify “control” variables, and models and simulation
experiments will help to explore the impact of control policies based on these variables. (2) Resilience of wide communities or networks. FuturICT will provide the data
and models on which sustainability and resilience can be studied on a multi-scale
basis, which is very diﬃcult to address even with full analytical dynamical systems.
(3) Vulnerability of complex systems. FuturICT will provide enough real data analyses and simulations to explore the possible link between resilience and vulnerability
in more than qualitative ways.

7 Concluding remarks
Even in the context of the very ambitious FuturICT project, this activity may appear
even more so. It has the ambition to deﬁne a new approach that makes possible a
much better cumulative scientiﬁc process in modelling activity related to GEC. If it
succeeds, it will connect the major part of the world wide scientiﬁc modelling activity
into a single very open, ﬂexible and self-organising ICT system, as all websites are
connected through the single system of the Internet. The main diﬀerence is that most
of the models that will be part of the FuturICT-GEC system will have geography as
a common reference, through which they could possibly be interconnected. Moreover,
most of them will share at least some of their social components and dynamics, which
provides another possibility for their interconnection. One important key to success for
this initiative will be our capacity to implement modelling components that are both
easily modiﬁed and improved, and readily used in larger models as basic modules
to create a bootstrapping eﬀect. Agreements should also be negotiated to include
existing recognised models in the system. This is indeed part of the objective of
scientiﬁcally cumulative modelling activity: that the strong investments leading to
state of the art recognised models for speciﬁc dynamics would be reused by others,
possibly in diﬀerent contexts.
This implies a strong collaboration with ICT teams within FuturICT in order to
develop progressively a user friendly and ﬂexible system that allows researchers to
easily integrate their models as well as reuse already existing models or results. This is
of course important to provide the researchers with a strong incentive to participate
in the development of the system. A system of commenting by experts and users
should be included as well, because it is important that various users have some clues
to navigate among the wide variety of models, data and results. Of course, the quality
of the navigator itself within this huge diversity of models will also be a key to success.
Other collaborations within FuturICT will be of great importance:
– Developing a virtual population at global scale, including demographic dynamics. This can become a common tool, interesting for diﬀerent application
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domains of FuturICT including economy epidemiology, energy [123], urbanisation
and crime. This activity can beneﬁt from the advances already made in epidemic
models.
– Research on population, food and water consumption should be developed in close
collaboration with the FuturICT activity in economics. This is also the case for
the potential strong instabilities in food and water markets.
– Research on consumption should include the computational social sciences teams
of FuturICT, changes in consumption being probably connected with deep changes
in cultural values. These teams should also be mobilised for modelling networks of
agents representing governance systems, as well as their perceived legitimacy by
the public. Collaborating with the research on crime and illegal behaviour carried
out in FuturICT will also be very important. Moreover, FuturICT-GEC will have
to organise large-scale collaborations with research networks specialising in various aspects of GEC, in order to convince them to include their existing work into
the FuturICT system, to collaborate in the development of new reusable models
and to encourage them to include their future work in FuturICT systems (the
planetary nervous system and living earth simulator). At world level, the Earth
System Partnership includes numerous research networks that are interesting potential external partners, particularly those in the IHDP (Human Dimensions of
GEC). In Europe, the Partnership for European Environmental Research (PEER)
network and the knowledge and innovation community (KIC) on the environment
are typical examples of such networks.
Finally, FuturICT-GEC should establish strong relations with stakeholders at
various levels. At world level, it should establish links with, for example, the UN
Environmental Program, UN Economic Commission for Europe and the World Bank,
at EU level with the European Commission and at national level with the ministries
of the states from Europe, United States and Asia.
A speciﬁc document about the organisation of this FuturICT-GEC will describe
in details the organisation of the collaborations that will take place. Obviously this
organisation will have a very important inﬂuence on the chances of success.
We warmly thank Rosaria Conte, Mette Termansen, Frank Schiller and Gérard Weisbuch
for their remarks and suggestions on an earlier version of the paper. The publication of
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